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SPECIAL REPORTS

BriJish Archival Delegation to China, Novembtr 7·12, 1985
Anthony Farrington of the British Library India OffICe Library and Records (lOLR) and Frances Wood of that
institution's Department of Oriental Manuscripts and Printed Books (OMPB) were members of the delegation
which was sent by the British Council and received by the State Archives Bureau of Otina. The delegation
visited Beijing, Chengdu, and Xi'an and was accompanied on its travels by Feng Zizhi, Deputy-Director of the
State Bureau of Archives and Xu Yuqing.
Although China has administrative records in one form or another from as early as the sixteenth century B.C., a
nationwide archival system was only created after 1949. Archives officers are party as well as government
officials and there is an overall unified administration: the State Archives Bureau, Beijing, is supervised by the
Council of State; the State Archives Bureau guides the Provincial Archives Bureaus (under the provincial
governments), which in turn guide Prefectural, City and County Archives and the archives of agencies and
organizations.
The State Archives Bureau's responsibilities cover:
l. Archive sections in central and other government departments, which make transfers to

appropriate repositories.
2. China's 2,754 repositories at various levels, containing 73 million items.
3. Archive courses in twenty-one universities plus eight part-time courses. The Bureau also
provides material for an "Open University" type course operated by the Ministry of
Broadcasting. Altogether there are ten thousand archive students.
4. Research, including advanced technology.
5. National and Provincial Archives Societies and promotion of academic research activities.
6. Publications. There are four archives journals in China and an Archives Publishing House
was established in 1982.
7. International contacts and exchanges. TIle State Archives Bureau joined the International
Council on Archives in 1980.
Pre-1949 documents are open throughout China and the Bureau is about to apply the thirty-year rule to post1949 series. Users (only a small number of whom are non-official or non-academic, Le. "citizens") must
produce proof of professional identity and a letter of introduction. Foreign academics gain access via e.xchange
agreements. In 1984 there were 2.8 million use visits to repositories throughout China.
At the First Historical Archives in Beijing the seventy-seven-month peri~ January 1979 to May 1985, saw
39,000 visits (including 1,547 by foreigners) and 4.2 million document requests.
So far the Bureau's publications comprise some lists of central government holdings, twelve volumes of
collected documents on nineteenth-century history, and a volume of documents on the May 4th Movement of
1919. A list of documents on Sino-British relations is being prepared in collaboration with the Institute of
Historical Research.
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The First Historical Archives (FHA) in Beijing has 160 staff, all "graduates", 28 kilometers of shelving and 10
million items from the Ming and Qing dynasties (mainly Qing), approximately 20,000 of which deal with SinoBritish relations. 'The FHA has six departments: the Administration Office, Research, Records Management.
Technical. Compilation. and Language.
The archives were opened to the public in 1979 and listing is still far from complete. Reader visits are now up
to about 10.000 per year. There are no space problems and new mobile shelving has recently been installed
The FHA is also responsible for the Huong SId Cheng «~~'
('Storehouse for Imperial Dynastic
Histories') within the former Imperial Palace. Built in 1534, entirely of stone (frreproof), the repository has
walls six meters thick north and south and 3.5 meters thick east and west. with a floor raised one meter above
ground level--the whole provided a constant internal temperature. It houses archives in four ranges of original
campha-wood cabinets covered with copper decorated in bas-relief.
Temporary exhibitions demonstrate the variety of "household" archives in the palace collection. At the time of
our visit there was a separate temporary exhibition illustrating the travels of the Qing emperors, the places
visited, and the mansions specially constructed for royal visits.
The National Film Archive. situated about 12 kilometers southeast of Beijing's city center, is directly
administered by the Ministry of Culture. First established in 1958, it was closed in 1971 and reopened in 1978.
There are now 41 staff members in three sections: professional providing general management, checking in and
out of the repository for showings, inspection after return, and replacing on shelves; technical providing a constant environment of ten degrees Celsius and fifty-five percent (plus a minus 5 percent) relative humidity in
the three storage areas, one of which is underground; and administrative.
Holdings comprise 120,000 reels (one reel - 300 meters which is about ten minutes playing time) including
30,000 nitrate, hence the location on the outskirts of the city. So far the government has spent 1.5 million 1Mm!
on copying nitrate films, but time was lost during the Cultural Revolution and the program only began in 1980.
The archive preserves positives, basically of feature fllms but with some documentaries and newsreels, and the
oldest items date from 1922. Negatives are· kept in a mountain repository near Xi'an. Recently, scholars.
researchers and those working in the film industry have been allowed to use the archive through the new China
Film An Center which is far more liberal of access than any previous administration.
The delegation visited archives in Sichuan province including municipal and county archives as well as
specialized municipal archives concerned with scientific and technical matters and with urban reconstruction.
Maja industrial enterprises in China maintain their own archives and the delegation visited a chemical plant
outside Chengdu to see the archives there.
At the county level. the local archives function primarily as record offices, serving local government rather than
the scholarly community. Though the archives do not seem to be viewed as an historical source, there is one
very tangible historical function which provides strong continuity with past practice. This is the continuing
production of ~ :Itt
i.
('local gazetteers'), upon which all county archives were engaged.
Most are still at the draft stage but will eventually provide a picture of the county in the twentieth century which
may be compared with earlier gazetteers (of which only about thirty survive from the Song dynasty (960-1279)
but 5.000 from the Qing (1644-1911).

t

During a final meeting with the State Archives Bureau in Beijing, areas of future cooperation were discussed
such as the exchange of microfilm, joint publications, training, particularly in conservation and computer
applications, and possible exchanges of archival exhibitions.
Feng Zizhi led a return visit by a delegation from China in November and December of 1986, also supported by
the British Council. The other members of the delegation were mainly senior archivists from major provincial
archives but they included a member of the Archival Technical Research Institute in Beijing who was
particularly concerned with preservation.
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The delegation visited OMPB, IO~ and the Public Record Office, among other places, and in those three
places in particular, discussion of funher cooperation was continued.
(Adapted from the BriJis" Ubrpry Indip OfflCt Ubrpry 4ndRtcords Ori(ntqlManuscriDIs and Prinkd Books
Ntwslttter, no. 37-38 (March 1987): A. Farrington (IOLR) and F. Wood (OMPB»

RW East Asian Cataloging Subcommittee ODen Muting
The Subcommittee on East Asian Cataloging of the RLG East Asian Program Committee (EAPC) held its
second open meeting from 10:00 AM. to 1:30 P.M. on Friday, April 10, 1987 at the Copley Square Hotel in
Boston. About fifty librarians and staff members from various RLG East Asian libraries, both CJK users and
non-CJK users, attended. Catalogers of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean materials were all represented.
The EAFC created the Subcommittee on East Asian Cataloging in March 1986 with the charge to clarify RLIN
applications of established cataloging rules and interpretations meetings of the Subconunittee provide a forum
for technical services staff who process East Asian vernacular materials to discuss issues of concern and to ask
questions of RLG staff. The meetings also provide an opportunity for representatives from RLG central staff
and the Library of Congress to report on developments at RLG and at LC that pertain to East Asian cataloging
in RLIN.

In July 1986 the Subcommittee surveyed RUN libraries to fmd out what problems catalogers were having with
inputting and searchirlg for East Asian records and whether inconsistent local practices were hindering other
users' ability to accept each other's records as source copy. The results showed that the two main concerns
were the inclusion of vernacular access points in all CJK records and word division to support keyword
searching of Chinese RUN records. The major item on the agenda of the April 10th meeting was a discussion
of the survey results, especially of these two issues. But the discussion was preceded by a question-and-answer
period dealing with RLG's new multiscript workstation (MSW).
Karen Smith-Yoshimura, RLG East Asian Studies Program OfflCef and CJK Specialist, responded to the
questions about the new PC-based workstation that is to become available in the fall of 1987. She explained the
MSW will support RLIN bibliographic functions using not only Chinese, Japanese, and Korean characters but
also Cyrillic, Hebrew, and other non-Roman languages as they become available. Video screen and print
resolution is enhanced from a 16x18 dot matrix font for CJK characters to 24x24.
Besides the ability to be used as an RLIN CJK terminal, the MSW can be used as a CJK personal computer.
The computer can handle the word processing software supplied by ~ Inc. (of Anaheim.. California) or
commercial software products like Word Star, Lotus 1-2-3, and dBase III working through the ~ CJK
interface. Users may choose dot matrix or laser printers for printed output The entire multi-script workstation
unit, including printer and JHL software, is priced below $6,000. Because only the special purpose ROM board
and keyboard are custom-made and require special maintenance, there is no contracted field maintenance.
Vernacular Fitlds in RLIN ClK Rtcords
Currently, the RLIN system requires parallel vernacular fields only for the so-called "core fields", i.e., 245, 250,
260, 4XX, which make up the body of the descriptive entry. Inclusion of parallel vernacular fields to
correspond to romanized main entries, added entries, subject headings, and notes, i.e., the faelds lXX, 7XX,
8XX, 6XX, and 5XX, is optional. The responses to the Subconunittee's survey showed that nearly all RLIN
OK users, including Le, add to all their records parallel vernacular access points, i.e., the fields 1XX, 6XX,
and 7XX. All libraries were encouraged to do so. In the SXX fields, 8 libraries use romanized fields only, 8
use vernacular fields only, and 5 use parallel romanized and vernacular fields.
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When the cataloging survey was taken. the notes fields were not indexed in any way. so it did not seem crucial
to include both the romanized and vernacular fonns of each note in which characters are present Since the
survey was conduc~ RLG introduced new search enhancements that make it possible to modify a search
result using information from almost any field, including the notes fields. In light of this development, the Subcommittee reopened the discussion of this issue.
Beatrice Ohta, Head of the Chinese and Korean Language Section of the Descriptive Cataloging Division at
LC. explained that LC is committed to using romanized notes fields, not just for CJK records. but for all the
JACKPHY languages (Japanese. Arabian. Chinese. Korean. Persian. Hebrew. and Yiddish) as these various
non-Roman scriptS are implemented in RLIN. The reason is that 1.£ has the responsibility to make its
cataloging records as widely available as possible; vernacular notes on 1.£ records would not be accessible to
someone u ing a non-CJK terminal. Also. LC does not have available the time it would take the staff to enter
parallel vernacular notes fields. so the staff has no choice but to enter romanized notes only. However. if LC
staff find a vernacular contents note on an RLIN record that they are using to derive cataloging information,
they do not delete it The field containing the vernacular contents note is deleted from the printed card but
remains in the online record.
Because vernacular notes fields are often necessary to make the meaning clear. and since the notes are now
searchable in RUN. the Subcommittee recommended use of parallel romaniz.ed and vernacular notes fields.
Ubraries that have time to enter only one form of the note are urged not to delete the form they do not use when
they fmd it on source copy; instead, they should add a parallel field in the form they use in their library.
Word Divisio" in Chinese lAnguage RLIN Records
Unique to Chinese-language RLIN cataloging records is the problem of how to combine the isolated syllables
of Wade-Giles romanization and the corresponding Chinese characters into semantic units to facilitate keyword
searches. Established word division rules for Japanese and Korean facilitate searching for distinctive "words"
in either romanized or vernacular foon in these languages, but in O1inese no similar rules exist. RLG issued
Chinese aggregation guidelines in January 1984 that were followed by RUN users, but followed with some
difficulty. Under these guidelines, compound words are created by entering an "aggregator", a non-MARC
symbol. between the syllables forming a romanized compound and putting spaces between groups of Chinese
characters that form compounds. This arrangement is very useful for romanized searches in which the large
number of homophones in Chinese makes syllable-by-syllable searching extremely inefficient. For example,
the syllable "shih" often denotes me meaning, "history," but this syllable's homophones include characters that
denote "surname." "teacher," "scholar." "business." "poetry," "stone," "time," and so on. By aggregating the
syllables in the Chinese records into compounds, users can search much more efficiently for "shihpao" [Times
newspaper], "shihchieh" [world], "shihtou" [stone] or "tangshih" [T'ang poetry] as single units and escape
retrieving the large number of irrelevant records that would have been retrieved if "shih" had been used as a
separate syllable.
Two problems concerning Chinese aggregation had been addressed by the Subcommittee: 1) In which fields
should aggregation be used? and 2) How should the guidelines for determining whether or not a given string of
characters forms a semantic unit be revised to address user problems? The fll'St question arose when responses
to the cataloging survey revealed that half of the RLG CJK member libraries use aggregation in the edition
statement, the imprint, and the notes (fields 250, 260, 5XX) and half do not Most of the libraries that do not
aggregate in these fields declared that it takes too much time and is unnecessary because these fields are not
indexed.
BeJtrice Ohta reported that LC aggregated all fields in Chinese records and will continue to do so. She
explained that at 1.£ a large number of people handle each record and it is easier to have them all follow one
blanket rule rather than ask them to remember that they should aggregate in some fields but not in others.
Because of this policy at LC and the fact that these fields are now searchable in RUN, the Subcommittee
recommended that aggregation should be used throughout a Chinese record. The question of selecting the
strings of characters to be aggregated was more difficult to answer. The Subcommittee presented a revised
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draft of RLG's aggregatioo guidelines to those attending the meeting for their comments; there was an animated
discussion. The Subcommittee noted many of the suggestions from the f1<XX' and solicited further written
comments. These will help to prepare a new revision of the guidelines.
(Doris Seely)

Statui R(po" o(th( NtJIiolUll Cfntral Ubrqry qnd
th( Rt'ou~( and In(onnpJion Ctn~" (0,. Chintlt StrulU,

On September 28, 1986, the 2537th Birthday of Confucius, the National Central Library (NCL) began a new era
with the expansion of its facilities, readers' services, and technical processing when our new building was
opened to the public. The inaugural meeting was presided over by Premier Yu Kuo-hua. During the foUowing
three days, seventy-five thousand people came to visit the new building. In the fust month of its opening, the
number of people who came to apply f<x a reader's card--required for permissioo to enter the library-exceeded
the total number of people who had applied for reader's cards for the previous twenty yean. Meanwhile, mass
media such as newspapers, magazines, and television gave the newly opened NCL considerable attention. This
attentioo is of great importance to the NCL. In the past, except for scholars, only a limited number of people
knew about the library. Now, however, the NCL is a widely known institutional resource, and I am pleased to
have the opportunity to introduce to you our newly opened library.
1. Physical plant. The new building was named one of the Top Ten Buildings in Taiwan in 1986, a result of

the close cooperation between the designer and the library staff. Following the lead of Director Wang Chen-ku.
the staff of the libnry, beginning in 1977, repeatedly discussed the details of the plan for the construction of the
new library building. It took two years for the staff to fmish the plan 00 paper; only then the plan was given to
the architect f<x designing. From the making of the plan to its completion, Director Wang, with his extensive
professional knowledge and rich experience, directly supervised the building construction and installation of
equipment, a truly heavy responsibility. It is only because of his whole-hearted participation that we now have
such a splendid and magnificent National Central Library.

o. Faciliths. The new NCL is a six-story building with 43,000 square meters of f1<XX' space. It is divided into
four main sections: (1) Reference and Reading; (2) Library Stacks; (3) Technical Services; and (4) Cultural
Activities Center. The fll'St, second, and third sections are similar to the same facilities in other libraries. The
fourth section, however, is unique. The Cultural Activities Center of the NCL includes a 600-seat lecture hall, a
200-seat conference hall, and a large exhibition hall. In addition, there are library science classrooms, a
cafeteria, and other facilities. The new NCL is not only a national library but also a complete cultural activities
center. The previous facilities at the Taipei Botanical Gardens CaJmOt be compared with what we have now. In
the new building, there is the shelving capacity for 2.5 million books and the seating capacity for 2,300 readers;
we believe this will serve National Central Library demands for the next thirty years.
01. Suviets. Since all of the participants here today (at the CEAL Subcommittee on O1inese Materials annual

meeting in Boston, April 1987) are specialists in library science, I will not discuss the service guidelines of a
national library. I will instead describe briefly three of the planned or ongoing projects of the library:
1. To develop the book collection to 1,000,000 volumes by the year 1990. The NCL currently has a

total of 850,000 volumes. (The 500,OOO-volume collection of the NCL Taiwan Branch is not
included in this figure.) To achieve this goal of 1,000,000 volumes, the NCL has obtained since
1986 a special annual budget of US$400,OOO from the Ministry of Education in addition to our
original purchase budget appropriation.
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2.

To promote library automation. The national cooperative cataloging plan was implemented in
February of this year. Fifteen libraries participated in the program during its flJ'St month. In
addition, a special "Information Library" is also being organized by the NCL. The library will be
housed in a new "Information Building" in downtown Taipei. This building is being constructed
for the purpose of housing most of the institutions related to automation research and
development in Taiwan. This Information Library will become operational in the near future.

3. To suengthen the Resource and Information Center for Olinese Studies (RICCS). The Center was
founded in 1982; its purpose is to promote the acquisition of materials pertaining to Chinese
studies and to provide services to researchers both locally and overseas. At present, there are two
divisions in the Center: the Materials Division and the Liaison Division. The Materials Division
is responsible for the acquisition of sinological materials locally and abroad. In order to avoid
unnecessary duplication of materials in the various other collections of the NCL, emphasis in
Center acquisitions has been placed on foreign publications dealing with Chinese studies. From
its establishment until now, the materials acquisitions division has obtained the following items:
all doctoral dissertations on topics related to Chinese studies in the United States published by
University Microfilms International; photocopies of Ming dynasty materials scattered in Japan;
microftlms of Tunhuang scrolls from the British Library in London, the Bibliotheque Nationale
in France, and the Peking Library in mainland China; plus selected titles of academic
publications from mainland China.
As for the Liaison Division of which I am now in charge, its main functions are as follows:
1. To edit and publish bibliographical tools and other materials on Chinese studies. The publications
of the RICCS include the N,wsktt" for R,"arcll in Cllin," StudUI (Han IIsu,1I yen cltiu
f.lmLlwl!1 .~J.''!t~\1L
Cumnt ContinI! ofFo,.,ign P,riodicqls in Cllints,
S1JHIiu. (Wai "'" cli'l k'qn HM IlIu", lUll p'in, llui 4~ t."J~_"~4 Cl!i!Y.H.
S1JHIiu. (Hall Alu,1I "" clliM ..~I ~ .~
Sekcttd ji!J~plly orCltws,
IIudin ill Taiwan (l'gi-wlIII Ii chiu Hall IIm,1I lun cltu IISUDII mu niell k'an
~;III
~". Q .... ). In addition we publish monographs and bibliographies. All these publicatlo'ts
are ~ah(ipublished with the aim of making them serve as a newslink in the field of Chinese
studies. Perhaps some of the specialists here today have already read these publications. We
eventually hope to exchange our publications with all East Asian Libraries in the United States.

),

2.
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To sponsor international academic conferences. In the past three years we have sponsored the
International Conference on Chinese Local Gazetteers and the International Conference on
Tunhuang Studies. This August (1987) we will sponsor an International Conference on Ming
Drama and Fiction which will be held in the National Central Library conference hall.

3. To establish a file of Chinese studies scholars in Taiwan for the NCL computer system. Currently,
the records of seven hundred scholars have already been input into the computer. We plan to
finish the ftle by 1988 with the records of fourteen hundred scholars. At that time most of the
records of Chinese studies scholars in Taiwan will be included in the ftle which then will be
supplemented and revised each year.
4.

To provide scholars overseas with reproduction and acquisition services for Chinese materials
available in Taiwan. Each year we receive about four hundred reproduction or acquisition
requests from scholars and librarians throughout the world. If you need Chinese materials from
Taiwan. please do not hesitate to contact us. We are pleased to serve and assist you.

(Translated from a speech given by the Senior Editor of the National Central Library at the annual meeting of
the Subcommittee on Chinese Materials in Boston, April 10, 1987: Su Ching)
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CIuupc", Strinv

A" EffleU"t Wqy to Input FKIdI tuUl
into DeLe ClK Rtcorrh

The East Asian Resources unit of the Academic Affairs Library at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill was one of the eleven major academic libraries to participate in the test of the new Online Computer
Library Center (OCLC) CJK online cataloging system. Over the past sixteen months we have experimented to
discover ways of inputting records quickly and efficiently and now we would like to share our experience with
other users of the system and with East Asian librarians contemplating joining the network.
There are several ways to input a CJK record. The standard methods are as follows:
1. With the cursor at the home position, press the Insert <lNSRT> key and type out the information
for the particular vernacular field being added.. This method is taught at the training sessions
given by OCLC instructors. Once the Advance Line <AnV LN> and Send <SEND> keys are
pressed, the typed information is suppressed by the messages sent by the system about lines
added, updated, and replaced. The record must be reformatted before the new line can be
checked.
2. The other standard method for inputting fields is to move the cursor to below the l~t line on each
screen. Then type in the information for the field to be added. Although the new information is
not suppressed as it is in the method described above, this form of inputting requires an entire
line to be typed. This takes time to do. It also takes time to revise any mistakes made in typing.
The way we recommend editing CJK records efficiently is as follows:
1. Adding the call number to the 099 field for card production.
Move the cursor to the space to the right of the line number for the 050 or the 090 field. Press the
<INSRT> key and type ".5" (or any other decimal number). Press the <INSRT> key again to
release the insert function. Use the right arrow key to move the cursor to the faeld tags, 050 or
090, and change the tag to 099. Then move the cursor to the left of the cutter number, change""
b" to "; a" or insert <INSRT> delimiter"+ a". This procedure can be repeated as frequently as
necessary for any additional cutter numbers and the date.
2. Adding CJK characters to field 100.
Move the cursor to the space to the right of the line number for field 100, press the <INSRT> key
and type in any decimal number. Next, move the cursor, still in the insert mode, to the begiMing
of the romanized name area, press the <CTRL:><F9> keys to enter the CJK vernacular input
mode for the first time. (Afterwards, working in the same record, the <C1'RL> <Fll> keys are
pressed to toggle between the CJK mode and the roman-letter mode.) Retrieve the proper CJK
character for the fust character in the name heading. Repeat this procedure until all the
characters up to the fust punctuation mark have been added. Then delete the romanized portion
of the name and keep the punctuation and dates. (In this way one saves the time required to
retype the line number, field tags, indicators, and the person's dates.) Finally, press the <ADV
LN ><SEND> keys.
3. Adding CJK characters to fields 245,250,260,440,490,500,600,700, etc.
Follow the same procedure as used for adding characters to field 100.
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4. Copying joint authors or corporate bodies appearing in field 245 after

+

c to

fields 700 or 710.

Move the cursor to the line number for field 245, change the number to the appropriate new line
number. Then change 245 to 700 <Y 710, correct the indicators and delete unwanted information
by using the arrow and delete keys. Press the <ADVLN> <SEND> keys to add this new line to
the record.
y

5. Copying the cover title or spine title in field 500 to field 740.
Follow the same procedure as used for copying joint authors or corporate bodies to fields 700 or
710.
By using the copy function, we found editing records much easier and quicker to do and eliminated the
possibility of making mistake in typing. Sin~ the OCLC cataloging system is such a powerful system
containing many functions, learning how to copy from field to field will make inputting CJK records into the
OCLC data base easy and enjoyable.
(Abraham J. Yu)

RLIN/C1K in the Far Eastern Sections ofthe British Library
In April 1986 the Far Eastern sections of the British Library (BL) took delivery of an elaborate conglomeration
of computer equipment billed as a "CJK terminal cluster". This equipment had been kindly offered to us on
loan for a year by the Research Libraries Group (RLG) of Stanfor~ California. The BL was then--and stiU is-cooperating with RLG on a major union cataloging project, the Eighteenth-century Short Title Catalogue
(ESTC). This project had demanded an expensive dedicated transatlantic communications link whose existence
solicited use. The l~ along with RLG's encouragement and generosity, gave us an unexpected opportunity to
assess the Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) enhan~ment to Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN),
an opportunity which would otherwise have been far beyond OUf means.
It is a measure of how fast things are changing in the field of automated processing of East Asian scripts, that in
describing some of our experiences in using the RLG OK equipment, 1 wiU be describing the use of equipment
which is all but obsolete, a fact which RLG all but acknowledges. What I have to say may, therefore, be
somewhat unfair. 1be new, cheaper OK front-end--which RLG has tentatively promised for December 1987will answer most of the problems which we encountered in using the local system, and the Group is also
proposing changes to its operating software which wiu have similarly radical effects on the system as a whole.
We are also now at the stage where there wiu be increasing flexibility over the tenninal equipment--I mean
including equipment able to process Chinese characters--which can be hooked up to the data bases to which we
subscribe. It thus becomes even more important to assess the data base first and the user's front-end second, a
point I will come back to in relation to RLIN and its rivals.
So. what was included with our terminal cluster? We received an extremely powerful tabletop minicomputer
which was to be attached to a modem for communications, two "dumb" tenninals with special keyboards for
character composition from components, a dot-matrix printer capable of sufficient resolution to output the OK
character set All the intelligence of the cluster was held on the hard disk of the tabletop mini. This held the
character dictionary and the programs f<Y generating characters and communicating with RUN. To us, it was a
"black box." One was reputed to be able to attach a "console" to the mini and so get it to do other things but
this was outside our interest and competence. The cluster was set up only to talk to the data base in California.
It gave virtually no other local facilities. We received an excellent short course on using the cluster provided by
RLG. The Japanese section of the BL was in on this ~ initially, took part in the assessment. After a time,
however, both terminals migrated into the domain of the Chinese section and we began to use the equipment
extensively for derived cataloging from our backlog. 'Despite new clerical work generated due to the fact that
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the printer could not print fileable cards directly, the high hit rate we found for backlog books allowed us to
make reasonable use of the system during the year. When the time for clerical processes necessary for manual
file maintenance are taken into account, however, we could not claim an overall saving from deriving in this
way. Apart from this, the system was used to demonstrate to interested European sinological librarians passing
through London and to help answer reader's queries. On the latter scae we very much appreciated the ability
to generate partial, but stimulating, brief bibliographies of CJK materials on RLIN almost instantly.

In the last analysis, it has to be said that if a CJK cluster was offered to us in the configuration we assessed over
the past year-at its full price and given substantial recurrent costs including a hefty portion of the Library's
transatlantic communication charges--we would be foolish to take it It would not save us money or time, nor
would it give us fringe benefits in terms of alternative uses for the local hardware. This is partly because of a
lamentable contradiction between the original philosophy of the RLIN data base and the realities of catalog
maintenance in many F.ar Eastern collections such as ours. RLIN espouses an online-only philosophy as its
ideal. Participating libraries would blissfully discard their paper records. This aim was to be shared by
subscribers to the East Asian enhancement and five years ago-eat the time when the East Asian Project was
being set up--the librarians concerned agreed to it in principle. Today only one East Asian library, that of the
University of Toronto, is in a position to abandon cards, and this is for the simple reason that in one form or
other all its records are in RLIN (records that were made before the implementation of the CJK enhancement
have been loaded in romanized form). The rest of us must compromise and libraries in North America are now
asking RLG for East Asian script card-making services, previously thought to be unnecessary. There is also a
problem in the way East Asian collections in the West are staffed: numbers are too small to allow the
specialization of skills required to make effective use of the RLG/CJK equipment as it stands. The newer, more
flexible equipment--easier for busy curatorllibrarians to use on an occasional basis--will better suit the specialist
all-rounders who serve our collections.
Our view of the "for and against" arguments for RLIN in the configuration we assessed might be outlined as
follows:

Link to ClK colkctions of North America. While physical distance makes information about the
holdings of North American research libraries of little more than "academic" interest, even that is not to be
sniffed at since there are perceptible benefits to be gained from keeping in touch through a shared catalog;
seeing what they are buying and letting them know what we are buying. Moreover, our vernacular catalogs are
not published in any form. RLIN would provide us with a unique way of making our holdings known outside
the Library itself. There are further future possibilities for cooperation clustering around RLIN because of its
ability to hold union catalogs of special classes of material. A cooperative Chinese rare books project is in its
initial stages along with a microfilming initiative, both eminently worth support from European libraries.

(1)

(2)
Access to one of the most extensive datil bases ofClK bibliographic "cords avai/abk in the West.
RLIN presently contains over a quarter of a million CJK library recmts which point to over a hundred thousand
distinct items. All these CJK records have been input since September 1983. More than half of the original
records have been input by the Library of Congress (LC). By the way, LC records are also being loaded into
the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) data base. See below for some tentative remarks on the
comparative scope of the two American data bases with CJK capabilities.
(3)
Generally high qual"y of records. We found that the standard of records was good with LC setting
the tone and a number of university collections also contributing greatly to record quality.
(4)
Ability to derive ClK "cords w"h a high hit rate. This needs some qualification. For books in our
backlog, e.g., acquired since 1985 onwards, we experienced a hit rate of over ftfty percent However, for
recently acquired material, the rate dropped substantially as we caught up to LC's own backlogs. (For more
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detailed information, see the recent repons on searching RLIN by the Australian National Ubrary: Susan
MacDougall, "Report on the Retrieval of East Asian Records from RLIN," East Asian library Resources
Group orA ustralia newsletter 11 (June 1987): 6-11).

(5)
Exc""nt scope and extent ofCJK character set. One of the best aspects of the RLIN/CJK system is
its character set and accompanying coding standard. It is now possible to buy cheap Chinese word processing
systems which make a large character set available to their users bu~ for a bibliographic system where a huge
number of records will be stored and indexed, you need a large set with well-maintained coding standards
(which determine the form in which the data are stored and indexed). Unfatunately, coding standards for
Otinese characters are not internationally determined. The Japanese, Koreans, Republican and Mainland
Otinese have or are all publishing standards and none of these (including the Japanese) are maintained in the
stric~ regularized fashion which is necessary to preserve the consistency of a large data set RLYN felt obliged
by thi situation to derive its own standard from the existing Chinese Character Code for Information
Interehange (CCCII) created in Taiwan. It produced a character set, now administered and published by the
Ubrary of Congress which makes 14,063 Chinese, 174 Japanese M!HL and 1,996 Korean hangul characters
available to users. This is <!equate for most bibliographic work. RLIN also provides an online character
thesaurus--a separate data base giving, for each character in the se~ corresponding codes in the national
standards and attributes associated with the character such as pronunciation, font design, etc. This is a major
and unique resource. The question of coding standards is absolutely vital and has to be carefully monitored by
aU potential users of these systems. On the mainland, momentum is building up for developing the presently
limited official Chinese standard--only about 7,000 simpliOed charactersuin parallel with important library
automation developments centering on the National Library. But until these efforts have borne frui~ the RLINdeveloped REACC coding standard will be the most reliable and extensive standard for the exchange of
bibliographic information.
(6)
Improved bibliographic se",ke to retuhrs. The ability to produce, quickly and flexibly, brief
bibliographies in response to readers' or inquirers' requests we found of great benefi~ even though some of the
useful material found was not held by us.
Further enhancements to other non-roman scripts. The Oriental Collections of the British Library
are, of course, interested in RLIN's plans to produce Arabic, Hebrew, and other non-roman enhancements.

(7)

Nota bene. Many of the items "against" the system are based on our assessment of the equipment as supplied
and our view of a OK link would be very different if the new generation of equipment does all it promises.
Cost in relDtron to volume of use. This has three aspects: capital costs, communication costs, and
recurrent costs. Capital costs of approximately £25,000 for the two-terminal cluster were too high for the usage
we derived from the system. Communication costs were only acceptable because of the Library's other
cooperative projects with RLIN. RLIN will soon be operating under a new operating system which, among
other things will allow it to be accessed through the International Packet Switched Stream. This will reduce
communication costs considerably. Other recurrent costs were estimated at about £10,000 per annum.

(1)

(2)
Hours or availability. Because of the time difference and the fact that RLIN is not running twentyfour hours, we could only access the data base in the afternoon, severely restricting our possible working
patterns. The new operating system is intended to solve this problem also.
(3)
Conflkting romanizJJtion for Chinese. At the BL we use the Pinyin system of romanization for our
filed headings. Rather than input nonstandard records, as we were maintaining card records while assessing the
system. we simply displayed derived records and removed the Wacle-Giles headings, substituting our own
locally on paper. We strongly feel that RLG should provide a routine subordinate to their terminal program
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which can translate back and forth from Wade-Giles to Pinyin. This would not be a major undertaking and
would greatly improve the flexibility of the system as Pinyin gains ground internationally.
DifflCulJ input system for Chinese chtl!tJCten. The component method of input with its nonstandard
keyboard is acceptable for trained, specialist staff. For the general user, especially western-trained sinologists,
it is unwieldy, time-consuming, inflexible, and ultimately impractical. We are apprehensive that the new PCbased terminal will still support it, but are pleased to hear that alternatives will be available. All the indications--in Otina as well as in the West--are that pronunciation-based input systems of various degrees of
sophistication will drive out the quirkier graphic methods, at least until the advent of speech recognition.

(4)

(5)
Poor local output facilities. The present font of the system is adequate but unattractive. The
equipment we assessed was very inflexible in the form of output it allowed. We wanted to make cards from
output locally and had to make extensive changes to what was printed, including reducing it to fit on a card.
11lis compares very unfavorably with the local card set printing facilities provided by the OCLCICJK system;
although when (if?) cards go so does the problem. Staff responsible for Japanese and Korean were unhappy
with the primitive, print-before-Ietter handling of diacritics. Hopefully these problems will be addressed by the
new equipment and software.
Genual inflexibility of local hardware. As already mentioned above it was of some concern to us
that a very powerful and expensive micro/minicomputer was doing so little for us when not connected to RLIN.
The new system will, of course, directly address this problem, giving us a general-use IBM PCAT when not
being used as an RLIN terminal; one moreover which should have good Chinese word processing facilities.
Another shortcoming of the system was its inability to download records locally in any form. This too should
be addressed by the new system.
(6)

Concluding Remarks

As was mentioned earlier in these notes, we found that there were serious problems with the RLIN/CJK cluster
in the configuration we assessed, that were such that we would be unable to justify its continued use in the
section if nothing new was on the way. However, it is clear that most of our problems will be addressed and
answered either by the new generation of local hardware and software or by the new operating system under
which the data base will run in the future. The former developments will give us local systems with the
flexibility that is a required standard in the world of roman script computing. They will also bring us to a point
where the precise nature of the terminal input device properly becomes much less important in detennining the
capabilities of the entire system. This is an important consideration. In CJK computing we have been too much
taken up with the problems of script-handling, i.e., how to get vernacular information in and out of the machine.
This problem now has a number of more or less elegant solutions. It is not a problem for librarians and we
must now go on to dp.al with issues that are far more relevant to our work. such as, for instance. the scope and
nature of the service provided by machine-readable bibliographic data bases. In the somewhat circumscribed
OK world, this is where RLIN comes into its own and where comparisons with what OCLC has to offer
become interesting and important At present it is true that OCLC can offer a more flexible and convenient
front~nd for the CJK records in its data base, but RLIN has the support of most of the significant large-scale
research collections of CJK materials in North America. Furthermore, as it is governed by these collections, its
future interests are more likely to correspond with those of its member and other such collections. As evidence
of its future intentions, we can see the work being coordinated by RLG's East Asian Program Steering
Committee among which are, for example, important cooperative projects such as those on Chinese
microfllming and the cataloging of rare Chinese books.
RLIN's new operating system may also lead to significant new developments, apart from near twenty-four-hour
operation. It is said that it will make the system portable. In other words, if an institution was willing and able
to purchase or license the system, its facilities--including CJK--rould be made available in places where
communications would otherwise be prohibitively expensive or technically unworkable. This may, in the
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future, open up interesting possibilities for direct exchange with, for example. the People's Republic of China.
and any such developments would greatly enhance the attraction and usefulness of RLIN's CJK component.
Speaking for the Oriental Collections of the British Library, our assessment boils down to this: if RLIN
delivers on its promises for the new local equipment and, if the British Library was willing to fund and support
a CJK link, we would look forward to the many opportunities which a continuing involvement in RLIN's East
Asian Program would entail. With the new generation of CJK terminal, we should be able to reap real benefits
from shared cataloging and also contribute not only to the shared catalog maintenance but to the important
cooperative projects which the RUN data base makes possible and which have the potential to provide
unprecedented new services to research in Chinese, Japanese. and Korean studies.
(John Cayley)

Subjtct Starch (or East Asian Cataloging Systtms-a Subject to bt Rtstarchtd
Subject search based on Boolean logic is an extremely powerful tool for information retrieval. By entering
pertinent key words associated with the subject and specifying their logical relationship with the four Boolean

opera«n, AND (intersection or overlapping of key words), OR (inclusion or combination), XOR (either but not
both (the opposite of AND», and NOR (neither nor both (the opposite of OR», thousands of articles or abstracts can be searched virtually in a matter of seconds.
While it is hard to imagine an effective reference system without this search structure. its costs and benefits for
online cataloging systems are open for study. With all other design features and capabilities being equal, a
system with the Boolean search structure defmitely can offer more advantages than does one without it The
benefits are certain; the costs, however, must be weighed as far as the cataloging systems are concerned. This
is particularly true for the East Asian language systems or for any other non-roman language systems which are
structured rather differently from roman languages.
This paper is not written to provide, but to invite, answers regarding the issues of cost-effectiveness that must
be examined when planning for the future development of any online East Asian cataloging system. The
following are some of the issues I suggest are important.
First, most reference systems store ttxtual data, be it a book, an article, or an abstract. Key words represent
only a small percentage of the entire data to be searched. Therefore, through the manipulation of key word
relationships, a large quantity of data can be sorted and only the pertinent data are retrieved. Bibliographk
data, on the other hand, are brief and exact Their data elements are tagged into specific data fields according to
rigid standards based on the MARC format, cataloging rules, and authority meso Therefore, bibliographic data
can be effectively retrieved with more simply derived search keys and, accordingly, more simple indexing
schemes.
A sophisticated search structure, such as one using Boolean logic, therefore imposes an additional overhead that
is a hurden on the system when the benefits of this sophisticated structure are not fully utilized. This is so
because larger software programs and more complicated indexing schemes require both higher system
resources and human resources. Economically, the overhead in this case is similar to overcapitalization in a
business venture. The excessive capital is used either to fund other needed services or is passed on as savings
to the consumers or users.
Second, because system connect time is often an important factor of cost, the searcher's proficiency in
searching directly affects the cost of operation. To some extent it is like proficiency in sports; proficiency in
Boolean searching requires frequent hands-on practice on keyboard operations and search strategy. Currently,
the Boolean logic search structure is simply too costly to be used directly by library patrons. On the other hand,
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online cataloging systems. as the name suggests. are primarily for catalogers who. most of the time. have the
exact information at hand, thereby reducing the need of using subject searching.
Third, the subject fields in bibliographic records are highly standardized. Many records may share exactly the
same subject headings. Consequently. there may be too many instances of records having identical data
elements that cannot be further sorted. This lack of precision will generate searches yielding too many
unwanted records and thereby render the search key inefficient because many records containing exactly the
same subject heading will match the search key and be retrieved.
Finally, for East Asian online cataloging systems that combine associated fields (one romanized field and one in
vernacular characters), one indexing scheme for different languages may not produce the same degree of
desired efficiency because different language structures represent different data structures that therefore may
nece sitate separate indexing schemes. Creating separate indexing schemes would funher increase the
overhead.
A quick review of the only two online East Asian systems in the world, the OCLC CJK350 and the RLIN OK,
will demonstrate the relationship between the East Asian data structure and search key efficiency. Both
systems share the same character set and internal code, the RLIN East Asian Character Code (REACC).
Instead of the one-byte structure of the ASCII code. each character in REACC is represented by thrbe bytes.
Simple arithmetic reveals that indexing and searching the East Asian vernacular files will be slow and more
cumbersome than searching roman-language systems based on the ASCII code.
OCLC has decided not to adopt the word division structure for the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean vernacular
data. Consequently. the length of data elements cannot be used to delineate the pattern. Searching must
proceed character by character to make sure that no matching patterns in a string of vernacular characters are
overlooked. This structure adds another constraint on searching speed. On the other hand, the RLIN CJK
requires word divisions for the CJK data fields. While this structure may make searching more efficient, it has
its drawbacks. First, the concept of word division is rather unnatural to native speakers of Chinese. Japanese,
and Korean. Data inputting. therefore, must rely on arbitrary rules to accurately divide character strings into
compounds. As we have all experienced in other areas. rules tend to reduce perfonnance and to necessitate
quality control measures. This situation requires additional overhead expenses because incorrect word division
will make that word unsearchable.
As the effort toward automation in the East Asian library field approaches adulthood, research on these issues
will shed much-needed light on future development. Because East Asian libraries represent a highly
specialized division within the general field of library and information science, East Asian librarians and
infonnation specialists should take the initiative to research these issues and present their results.
(Jay Lee)
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